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Healthcare Hero Spotlight

The Utah COVID Logistics Team under the Unified Command COVID Response was created with the lead from the
Dept of Health/Bureau of EMS and Preparedness, Dept Emergency Management, State Procurement, Dept Public
Safety and members of the Utah National Guard. Requests come from our representative partners hospital/healthcare
using a stoplight dashboard (to indicate the levels of supply need based upon patient care and supply allocations),

biweekly request from Local County Health Departments and Emergency Managers and coordinated with many other
special groups.
Since handing out the first PPE kits in March 2020, the ongoing mission for Utah COVID Logistics Team's RSS/DC
(Receiving/Staging/Shipping Distribution Center) response for the COVID-19 outbreak is to support critical
hospitals, long term care centers, public healthcare, state/tribal agencies, local business, K-12 thru higher education
and correctional facilities state wide with scarce high-demand PPE, testing and medication resources due to global
disruption and allocation constraints of supply chain systems.
Starting from an empty warehouse to one year later; successfully fulfilling 11,000 requests and shipping over 42
million items, while simultaneously being able to create a 90-day supply of on hand PPE inventory.
The Utah COVID Logistics Team continues to support and standby for future missions for community vaccinations
and preparing for potential waves of future resurges.
Rocky Mountain AHRMM thanks the Utah COVID Logistics Team for all their hard work and support!
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What is CQO?

In today’s rapidly shifting health care landscape where declining reimbursements and changing payment policies
are set to be the new norm, how do you ensure your health care organization delivers quality care at a more affordable
cost?
As health care executives increasingly recognize that their organization’s success relies on the performance and
effectiveness of the supply chain, how will you manage their expectations?
Join the Cost, Quality and Outcomes (CQO) Movement and add your voice to a thriving and evergrowing health care community dedicated to sharing and learning from each other to advance the supply chain strategy.
Learn more here.

Learn more here.

